
9 класс. Итоговый тест 3. Сенместр 4.  

Лексика. Грамматика. Банк заданий. 

Задание 1 

Choose the correct preposition: 

1 Could you speak ...., please, I can't hear you. 

a. up    b.  out   c.  for  

 

2. She spoke ..... all of us when she said that it had been a wonderful day. 

a. up    b.  out   c.  for  

 

3. If he is late again, I shall have to speak ..... him and he won't enjoy that, I can tell 

you. 

a. up    b.  to   c.  for  

 

4. The latest model is so easy to use; the massive increase in sales speaks ...... 

itself. 

a. to    b. for   c.  out 

5. Speak ....... yourself! I couldn't disagree more. 

a. to    b. for   c.  out 

6. The sales figures speak ……themselves – we sold practically nothing.  

a. to    b. for   c.  out 

7. Speak …….. yourself, I think I played quite well. 

a. with    b.  out   c.  for  

8. This is the third time I’ve had to speak ……. you about being late. 

a. up    b.  to   c.  for  

9. Recent events speak ….. themselves. 

a. to    b. for   c.  out 

10.  If there’s anything you don’t like about this programme, do speak …… 

a. up/out            b.  for        c.   to 

 



Задание 2 

 Choose the most suitable word in each sentence. 

a) Different countries have different weather/weathers. 

 b) All areas of the skin are in fact covered in tiny hair/hairs.  

c) We've looked at the menu and we'd all like chicken/chickens.  

d) Jack is a millionaire and owns a lot of business/businesses.  

e) Have you a copy of the complete work/works of Dante?  

f) None of the passengers had insured their baggage/baggages.  

g) Students must pass their paper/papers to the front.  

h) I'm afraid we can't find cheap accommodation/accommodations for all of you. 

i) Three coffe/coffees, please.  

 

Задание 3 

 Choose the most suitable word in each sentence. 

1.She speaks ____ Italian. 

perfect 

a perfect 

the perfect 

2. It's ____ work. 

hard 

a hard 

the hard 

3.The school gave me ____ education. 

good 

a good 

the good 

4. We've been having ____ weather. 

lovely 

a lovely 

the lovely 

5. He's in ____ health. 



good 

a good 

the good 

Задание 4 

Match 

1. grown-up a. refer 

2. supply b. cast 

3. take part  c. dedicate 

4. mention d. provide 

5.throw e. adult 

6.devote f. participate 

  

Задание 5 

1. Before we had taken/took Bob to the theatre, he saw/had never seen a 

stage play before. 

2. By the time we had arrived/arrived, the football match had 

finished/finished. 

3. I cleaned/had just cleaned the carpet when the dog came/had come in and 

shook himself. 

4. By the time I had arrived/arrived, the concert had finished/finished. 

5. When she rang/had rung the office this morning, Tom went/had already 

gone out. 

 


